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What purpose do grades serve at the 
university level? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1.  To rank students; Rankings needed for continuation to grad school, med school, professional programs.2.  To distinguish between ability and mastery levels.3.  To see if students learned what we expected them to learn.



Defining Grades 
"A" means distinctive work (rare--unusually effective, creative, 
comprehensive)  
 
"B" means very good work (clearly above average--not just correct 
or competent)  
 
"C" means satisfactory work (average, typical, competent)  
 
"D" means unsatisfactory but passing work (flawed, weak, below 
average, minimal)  
 
"F" means failing work (seriously flawed, incompetent)  

Grade definitions from the Birmingham-Southern College catalog; definitions in parenthesis  
from John D. Tatter (used by permission; http://faculty.bsc.edu/jtatter/grading.html 



•For a lecture class? 
 
•For a seminar-style class? 
 
•For a lab class? 
 

•What is your target average for an exam?  Why?  
How should a student interpret a grade of 68% 
on your exam?  How do they know? 
 
•Does the department have any actual policies? 
 

What is a reasonable class average? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For a lecture class? Responses vary.  Some faculty aim for an average in the 70’s.  The justification for this is that a C is typically defined as ranging from 70-79%.  A C represents “average” so the class average should reflect “average”. Some aim for the 60’s. The logic behind this varies.  Reasons provided for this approach include wanting the students to work harder and put more effort into mastering the subject and wanting more space to differentiate students at the top of the performance curve.    For a seminar-style class? These classes are quite different in nature than lecture classes.  It is not unusual for grades to be skewed to the high end in this type of course.   For a lab class?Grades tend to be skewed to the high end because the class is largely performance based.  Quizzes and formal lab reports bring the average down some, but unless these things are a hefty percentage of the total class grades, grades will be a bit high.   



Norm-based versus Criterion-based Grading 

• Measures how students 
perform compared to each 
other 

 
• Distinguishes between high 

and low achievers within a 
group 

 
• Disperses students along a 

bell curve 

• Measures how a student 
performs against a pre-
determined objective or 
criterion 

 
• Determines if a student has 

achieved specific skills or 
concepts 

 
• May improve cooperation 

and reduce competition 

Norm-based Criterion-based 

What do we use, when do we use it, and why? 



1. How are grades determined? 

2. What does the syllabus say? 

3. Do you curve and how? 

4. Do you assign extra credit and how is it added into the 
grade?   

5. How does a student know if they are passing or not based on 
their exam/assignment average? 

 

What is my grading philosophy? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most common practice is to provide students with a graph of class scores so they can 	see where they fall compared to their peers on a specific exam.  Some expand this by also 	providing a curve of the class averages to-date so student can more easily track their 	progress in relation to their peers, along with color coding the graph so students can see 	where the A vs B vs C, etc. ranges lie.  Others provide a set grading scale on the syllabusand stick to it.  If a 70-79 is a C on the syllabus, it’s a C.



• Balancing difficulty level with grades 
 
• Grading strategies versus end-of-course evaluations 
 
• Grading strategies and the withdrawal rate 
 
 

What challenges does grading present? 
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Presentation Notes
Balancing difficulty level with grades		Occassionally everyone writes an exam that, based on student grades, was harder 		or easier than intended. For the most part, exam averages end close to where we 		anticipated. Grading strategies versus end-of-course evaluations	No one participating in our workshop gives the end-of-course evaluations any significant thought in terms of how 	grades are handled.  Grading strategies and the withdrawal rate 	When the overall class average is extremely low, students may drop the course or change 	majors thinking they are failing the course if the curve or how grades will be assigned is 	not completely clear to them.  Instead of inspiring students to work harder, very low classaverages may simply discourage students from continuing in the sciences.
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